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TAYLOR THEOREM FOR PLANAR CURVES
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(Communicated by J. Marshall Ash)

Abstract. We describe an approximation method for planar curves that signifi-

cantly improves the standard rate obtained by local Taylor approximations. The

method exploits the freedom in the choice of the parametrization and achieves

the order 4m/3 where m is the degree of the approximating polynomial pa-

rametrization. Moreover, we show for a particular set of curves that the optimal

rate 2m is possible.

1. Introduction, examples, and main results

In computer aided geometric design, curves and surfaces are commonly rep-

resented by polynomial parametrizations (cf., e.g., [1, 4, 7, 15]). In this paper
we describe an approximation procedure for planar curves that significantly im-

proves the standard approximation rate via Taylor's theorem. This method is

based on the observation that the parametrization of a curve is not unique and

can be suitably modified to improve the approximation order.

Let

—as)
be a regular smooth planar curve (i.e., (f'(t), g'(t)) ^ (0, 0)). We want to

approximate f bya polynomial curve

^'A^ \Y(t)) '

where X(t) and Y(t) are polynomials of degree m. If we choose for X(t)

and Y(t) the Taylor polynomial of degree m, then £P approximates ^ with

order m+l, i.e.,

{f(t)-X(t)},   {g(t)-Y(t)}=c?(tm+x).

Surprisingly, a significantly better order is possible. The first result of this

type was obtained in [2] by generalization of Hermite interpolation. In addition

to position and tangent, the curvature is interpolated at each end point of the
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cubic segments, which yields an approximation order of 6 (rather than 4). There

are more results for special cases in [3, 5, 6, 8-14].

The improvement over the standard order m + 1 is possible because the

parametrization of a curve is not unique. In fact, without loss of generality we

may assume that (f(0), g(0)) = (0,0), (f'(0), g'(0)) = (1,0) so that for
small t we can parametrize %? in the form

for some suitable <p(X(t)).

Remark. The "geometric" distance between the two curves ^ and £P is mea-

sured in the Hausdorff metric, i.e.,

d(^, 9s) = max{max{dist(c, 3°), c£&), max{dist(^, p), p £&>}}.

Since both curves have a common horizontal tangent at the origin, restricted to

a sufficiently small neighborhood U,

d*>d(Wr\U, 3s f)U)> const -d*

with d* = max{|0(A(r)) - Y(t)\}. The left inequality is trivial, so we must
show only the lower bound inequality. Let fi be the minimal angle so that

for any point p £ (3s n U) the cone at p contains 3s n U. Let Co and po

be points on ^ and 3s respectively with the same first coordinate X(t), for

which \~c~oPo\ = d*. The distance |copT| of <?o to a closest point px £ (9s D U)

is bounded from below by the distance \cop2\ of en to the cone attached at po .

It follows that

,„ = ,^^, =      \Cq~P2.\ \cqT\\     < _     d
1 oPo1     cos(p72) - cos(p72) - cos(p72) "

Since the role of & and ^ can be interchanged, the lower bound follows with

const < cos(/?/2).
Thus, in view of the remark above, & approximates ^ with order a, a

natural number, iff
4>(X(t))-Y(t)=cf(ta),

i.e., iff

(1) (j^j {<t>(X(t)) - Y(t))\t=Q = 0,        j=l,...,a-l,

and
A(0) = y(0) = o.

If one normalizes the polynomial approximation by choosing A'(0) := 1,

then the polynomial approximation is determined by 2m free parameters.

Comparing this with the number of equations in (1), leads to the following

Conjecture. A smooth regular planar curve can, in general, be approximated by

a polynomial parametrization of degree <m with order 2m.

We illustrate the conjecture in a special case by constructing a cubic parame-

trization which approximates with order 6. To achieve the optimal approxima-

tion rate, we have, according to (1), to solve the following nonlinear system of
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equations:

01A1-71=O,

4>2x2 + 4>iX2-Y2 = o,

faxf + i4>2xxx2 + <pxXi - y3 = o,

04Af + 603A2A2 + 302 X\ + 402A,A3 = 0,

05 Af + 1O04Aj3 A2 + 1503A.A22 + 1003 A,2 A3 + 1O02A2A3 = 0

where 0, = 0,(A(O)), A, = A,(0), and Y, = Y,(0) are the /th derivatives of 0,
A, and Y respectively. With the normalization Xx = 1 the above nonlinear

system reduces to

0,-7 = 0,
02 + 0^2-72 = 0,

03 + 302A2 + 0iA3-y3 = O,

04 + 603A2 + 302 A22 + 402 A3 = 0,

05 + 1O04A2 + 1503A22 + 1O03A3 + 1O02A2A3 = 0.

The general structure of the nonlinear system now becomes clear. The last

two equations involve only the parameters A2 and A3. Once those are de-

termined, one can substitute their values into the first three equations, which

yields the remaining parameters Yx, Y2, and Y3.

Assuming that 02 ^ 0, we can solve for A3 in the fourth equation,

A-3 = ^(04 + 603A2 + 302A2).

Substituting in the last equation yields

05 + 1O04A2 + 1503A22 - ^(04 + 603A2 + 302A22)
402

- ^^4 + 603A2 + 302A2) = 0,

and after simplifications

{*-&) + {><»<-{**&*))*

Since the highest power of A2 is odd (assuming 02 / 0), this equation

always has at least one solution. Hence, under the assumption 02 ^ 0 the

nonlinear system can be solved, which confirms the conjecture in this case.

If, on the other hand, 02 = 0, then a solution need not exist. Consider the

following cases:
(a) 03 = 0. From the fourth equation we get 04 = 0 and so there is no

solution.
(b) 04 = 0. From the fourth equation, 03 = 0 or 03 = A2 = 0 or A2 = 0;

for the first two cases, there is no solution, for the third case, we get only a

solution for A3 = -0s/lO03 where 03 ̂  0.
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(c) 03, 04, 05 7^ 0. We have a solution for A2 and A3. So, the condition

02 7^ 0 is sufficient but not necessary to get a solution. This shows that in

general some generic conditions on the Taylor coefficients of 0 are necessary.

While we cannot prove the above conjecture in general, we can solve the first

4w/3 equations by an appropriate choice of the derivatives of A. This yields
the following result, which still provides a considerable improvement over the

rate of the Taylor approximation.

Theorem 1. For m > 3, define

j n for m = 3n or 3n + I,

\ n + 1    for m = 3n + 2.

Then for almost all (<pi, fa, ... , 4>m+n\) e Rm+"' there is a solution for the first

m + nx equations in (1).

Moreover, we confirm the conjecture for a special case by finding a set of

Taylor coefficients (fa, ... , fam-X) of nonzero measure for which the optimal
approximation of order 2m is attained. To this end, we view equations m+l,

m + 2, , ... , 2m - 1 in (1) as a nonlinear system

F(9,V) = (JL\ <p(X(t))lt=0 = 0,        l = m+l,m + 2,...,2m-l,

with V := (X2, ... , Xm), Xx = I, and ®:= (fa, ... , fam-X) and show that
this system is solvable in a neighborhood of a particular solution (4>*, A*).

Theorem 2. Define A* = 0, j = 2, ... , m, and <p* = 1 for j = m, and = 0

otherwise.   Then (<P*, A*), where X* = (X*, ... , A*) and <P* = (fa2, ... ,
^2m-1) > *s a solution of F(Q>, V) = 0. Moreover, there exists a neighborhood of

<J>* such that the nonlinear system (1) is uniquely solvable.

2. Proofs

For the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2, the following formula for the derivatives

of 0(A(f)) will be needed.
For / = 1, ... , 2m - 1

( d \l '
(2)        lT\ {0(A(O)}|,=o -      £     c(i, l\px,..., Pi)faXPl ■ ■ ■ Xp,,

^       ' i=\
P\+--+Pi=l

where fa and A, are the /th derivatives of 0 and A respectively, and
c(i, l\px, ... , p{) = c(i, I) is a strictly positive constant which depends on
/, pi, ... , pi, and /. Notice that in (2) for / > m the first term in the sum,

/ = 1, is cancelled because it involves the derivative A/, and this is zero when

I > m.

2.1. Proof of Theorem 1. In order to prove Theorem 1, we have to solve (1)

for j' - 1, ... , m + n\. As we already pointed out earlier, this means that

we have to solve equations m + 1, m + 2, ... , m + nx for Xj, j = m,

m-l,..., m — fii + 1, and then determine Y,■-, i = I, ... , m , from equations
1, 2, ... , m.
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We choose

(3) A, = l, A2 = --- = Am_„,=0

and assume that fa, ... , fani ^0. Then only terms of the form

c(p, s)<pt_p+xXl~pXp = c(p, s)(pi_p+xXp    where m-nx + l<p<m

or

c(s)(f>iX[ = -bm-s+x

are nonzero in the (m + s)th equation in (2), where I < s < nx. Indeed, for

a term with more than two different factors in A, one of which is A), i.e., a

term of the form
c(p,s)(pi_p^P2+2Xll-'"-^XPlXP2,

we have px + p2 < I < m + nx; yet if this term should be nonzero then px,

p2> m-nx + l and thus px+p2 > 2m-2nx +2. Hence 2m-2nx+2 <m + nx
and so m+2 < 3nx, which contradicts the definition of nx. Hence, substituting

(3) in (2) we get the following linear system of equations

( d\ m+s "'

[dij      {fax(t))}\t=o^-bm-s+i+^2c(r,s)(pr+sXm-r+x,       s=l,...,nx.

This may be rewritten in matrix form AD = b, where

"     C(1,1)02 C(2, 1)03 •••      C(«!,l)0„1 + r
c(l,2)03 c(2,2)04       •••    c(«i,2)0„1+2

A= . : . : '

.c(l, «i)0„,+i   c(2, nx)fal+2   •••    c(nx,nx)fa„x.

Xm bm

Xm-X bm-X
D= . ,       b=

-A-m—«i + l -I \-Om-ni + \-

To show that AD = b can be solved, it is sufficient to show that det(^) ^ 0.

To this end, we notice that for an invertible matrix B the two partitioned

matrices
Be] ,      \B c
d   e\     and     [o   e-dB-xc

are equivalent and hence, for fixed B , fixed row matrix d, and fixed column

matrix c, are both invertible except for one choice for the number e. In the

present application, the element of the 7'th upper left principal submatrix of A

corresponding to e is of the form c(j, j)faj and is the only element of that
submatrix involving 027. Hence, the matrix A is invertible and the system

AD = b has a solution. The proof of Theorem 1 is complete.

2.2   Proof of Theorem 2. For the proof of Theorem 2, we will apply the implicit

function theorem.  We will verify that (O*, A*) is a particular solution and

show that the Jacobi matrix Fv(<&*, X*) is invertible. Hence, we can write A

as a function of O near <I> = O*.

Recall that

(4) 4>m = 1,    Xx = 1,     0^ = 0,        p = 2, ... , m - 1, m + 1, ... , 2m - 1.
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Substituting (4) in (2) for / = m + 1, m + 2, ... , 2m - 1, the sum involves

only terms of the form

C<j)mXpl ■ ■ ■ XPm , Pl+P2 + ---+Pm = l-

More precisely, we have for

I = m+ I:

(i) Pi = P2 = • • • = Pm-i = 1 and pm = 2;

I = m + 2:

(i) Pl=p2 = ...= Pm_l = 1 and pm = 3,

(ii) px = p2 = • • • = pm-2 = 1 and pm-\ = pm = 2;

in general for s = 3, 4,..., m-l we have for

/ = m + s:

(i) Pi = P2 = • • • = Pm-\ = 1 and pm = s + 1,

(ii) px = p2 = ■ ■ ■ = pm_2 = 1, pm-i = 2, and pm = s,

(iii) px - Pi = ■ ■ ■= Pm-i = 1, Pm-2 = Pm-i = 2, and pm = s - 1,

(iv)   p, =p2 = • • • = />m-4 = 1 , Pm-3 = Pm-2 = Pm-1 = 2 , and pm = 5 - 2 ,

and so on.
Therefore, substituting (4) into (2), we get the system

F(&, V) = AV = 0,

where

0 0 ••■ 0 c(m- 1, lJXf-'"
0 0 ••■     c(m-2, 2)X™~1 Am_XA

^_ 0 0 ■• ^m-2,3 ^m-1,3

0 c{2,m-2)Xlm~l     ••• Am_2,m_2 4»-i,m-2

_C{\ , m - \)Xxm~X ^2,m-l •• /lm_2,m-l ^m_ljm_l

AOT

_    Am_,

.   A2 .

and

'0 for r + s < m,

Ars = < c(r,s)Xlm~x for r + s-m,

. c(r, s)X*m-{r+s+x)'Xr2+S~m form<r + s<2m-2.

This system has the solution V = X* with

A2 = A3 = • • • = Xm = 0.

We now compute the Jacobian at the points O* = (</>*., 0j, ... , 02m_1) and

A* = (A2*,A3*,...,Am) with 0m = 1,  0; = 0, p = 2,..., m-l,  m +
I,... ,2m-I, and X* = 0, j = 2, ... , m.

Since

F(<P*, F) = ^(<P*, K)-K,
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we have

FV(Q>*, V) = Av(&*, V) • V + A(<P*, V).

So
Fv(4>\ X*) = A(<!>*, X*).

The Jacobi matrix at (O*, A*) is

0 0 •■• 0 c(m-l,l)"
0 0 •••   c(m-2,2) 0

0 0 •■' 0 0

0 c(2,m-2)   ■■■ 0 0
.c(l,m-l) 0 ••• 0 0

and so

det(Fv(<&*, X*)) = c(m-l,l)xc(m-2,2)

x ■ • • x c(2, m - 2) x c(l, m - 1),

which shows that the Jacobi matrix is trivially invertible. Hence, the hypotheses

of the implicit function theorem are satisfied at the point (<£*, A*), which

completes the proof of Theorem 2.
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